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Standard and custom structures, provide architectural 
interest and the perfect amount of shade and privacy.
www.trexpergola.com

TREX®PERGOLA™

Decorative patterns add beauty, privacy and dimension to 
any deck, porch or outdoor room without blocking airflow.
www.trexlattice.com

TREX®LATTICE™

Decorative aluminum panels shield you from the 
elements and potential prying eyes.
www.trexprivacy.com

TREX®PRIVACY™

Conveniently cool and visually stunning shade panels 
add a new dimension to almost any outdoor structure. 
www.trexshade.com

TREX®SHADE™
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Trex Pergola in Baltic Light & Vintage Lantern



Add a customizable pergola to your sun-soaked space and get a shady, sturdy retreat that won’t 
crack, rot or chalk. Designed to meet the most demanding requirements of any residential or 
commercial environment, Trex Pergola is enduring and virtually upkeep-free. 

Trex Pergola in Gravel Path & Classic White
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Trex Pergola + ShadeTree Canopy in Classic White
with ShadeTree® Canopy



Trex Pergola with ShadeTree® Canopy offers the ultimate in outdoor living comfort. A strong, 
beautiful structure with a proven retractable fabric shade system that installs easily and is low 
maintenance.

The ShadeTree Canopy is offered in either AirFlow Mesh fabric or 100% solution-dyed acrylic 
fabrics.

Trex Pergola + ShadeTree Canopy in Classic White
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When traditional just won’t cut it, transform your outdoor space into something more. Air offers 
crisp corners, clean lines and a RainFlex motorized retractable canopy for an extraordinary 
outdoor room experience.

With the touch of a button you have the perfect amount of sun, shade or rain protection. Enjoy the 
living space under your Trex Pergola, even when Mother Nature doesn’t want to cooperate.

AIR

Air in Mango
with RainFlexTM canopy in Gray
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BALANCE Balance in Classic White & Gravel Path
with ShadeFlexTM Canopy in White



Patio, deck or poolside, Balance will turn an outdoor living area into an oasis.

Featuring a unique floating frame and  ShadeFlex motorized canopy, this modern structure 
offers the perfect amount of shade coverage or sun exposure. Whether you’re entertaining or 
catching up on a good book, Balance expands your outdoor lifestyle.
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VISION

Vision in Gold Ember &
Chocolate Roast with Stucco canopy

This versatile Trex Pergola provides the perfect framework for your outdoor retreat. Select 
an open structure, frames, stainless steel cables, tensioned canopy or retractable canopy to 
complete your unique vision. 

With different infills, decorative end designs and a palette of ColorLastTM finishes to choose from, 
you can create a one-of-a-kind low-maintenance shade structure, making your space the most 
lived-in room outside of your house. 



FRAMES

RETRACTABLE CANOPYTENSION CANOPY

DECORATIVE END OPTIONS

INFILL OPTIONS

From classic to modern, choose an end style to compliment the look and feel of your outdoor room. Each decorative end style is 
hand finished to exacting tolerances.

FLAT CLASSIC CLIP SLIGHT COAST

1’ 45/8” 
space

1’ 45/8” 
space

2’ 15/8
”

1’ 75/8”

1’ 10
5/8”
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ELEMENT Element in Brick Red



Outdoor living just got a lot cooler. Element features a simple modern design with shade soaking 
stringers and sleek integrated columns. This all aluminum shade structure will have every inch of 
your outdoor living space covered. 

At a brewery, luxury hotel or in your backyard, adding the right element will surely turn heads.

Element in Seashell White
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PAVILION Pavilion in Custom Color



Spend your day, all day, outdoors. Pavilion’s efficient design, waterproof roof and sleek columns 
make this structure stand out in a crowd. This all aluminum shade structure will have every inch of 
your outdoor living space covered. 

At work, a cafe, on campus or simply relaxing in the backyard, everyone will want to meet at the 
pavilion.
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Modern shade to enhance your outdoor life. Shadow is a sleek modern structure featuring artistic 
shade panels and integrated columns. This all aluminum shade structure will cast an intriguing 
design over any outdoor living space. 

The perfect structure for a restaurant, luxury hotel or in your backyard, beyond any shadow of 
doubt.

SHADOW

Shadow in Sierra Tan
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RETREAT

Retreat in Sandstone



Traditional pergola feel, modern pergola materials. Retreat features a clean design that feels like a 
traditional pergola while delivering all the benefits of a modern structure.  
 
This all aluminum structure fits commercial and multi-family applications creating an outdoor space 
that stands up to any environment. 

Retreat with optional  
Trex Shade panels
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CUSTOM DESIGN

Trex Pergola in Custom Color

Trex Pergola in Vintage LanternTrex Pergola in Classic White



Trex Pergola can be custom built to meet 
almost any design specification. 

Whether it is a unique area in your backyard 
or a spacious poolside patio outside a 
hotel, Trex Pergola can be customized to 
meet your needs. Provide us with your own 
design, or let us assist in designing your 
custom Trex Pergola.

Trex Pergola in Classic White

Trex Pergola in Classic White
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WALL PERGOLA

Wall Pergola has the same elegant design as 
the original Trex Pergola, and can be custom 
manufactured to fit over just about any entryway or 
window on your home.

Whether you’re looking to add some dimension to the 
front of your garage or a little shelter while you pause 
to unlock your door, Wall Pergola is the easy-to-install 
solution. Wall Pergola also functions as a practical 
sunscreen when trying to cut down on interior heat 
transfer.

Wall Pergola in Classic White

                  



COLUMN SELECTION
Our selection of fiberglass columns, 
for cPVC Trex Pergolas, complement a 
wide variety of architectural styles.

Columns come standard in our 
ColorLast painted finish or may be 
custom painted to match any color. 

Cellular PVC Trex Pergolas come standard with a 
smooth matte white finish that is ready to provide 
many years of carefree enjoyment and beauty. They 
may also be finished with our exclusive ColorLast 
finishing process for an additional cost. ColorLast 
allows you to coordinate your shade structure with 
decking and railing, or any other outdoor living 
element in your design.

Aluminum Trex Pergola models are finished using 
a proprietary powder coat finishing process. This 
ultra-durable finish provides structures with superior 
durability and color retention delivering a finish that 
will stand the test of time. With a variety of rich colors, 
including metallics and micas, your shade structure 
will stand out from the rest.

FINISHES
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Beauty, Privacy and Dimension. Trex Lattice helps to create the perfect finished look using 
premium cPVC decorative lattice panels. 

Decorative patterns, available in 1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1” thicknesses, add beauty, privacy and 
dimension to any deck, porch or outdoor room without blocking airflow. 

For additional details or to buy on-line visit www.trexlattice.com   

Capital in White



LATTICE PATTERNS

FINISHES
Trex Lattice comes standard with a smooth matte white or black finish that is ready to provide many 
years of carefree enjoyment and beauty. Trex Lattice can also be finished with our exclusive ColorLast 
finishing process. ColorLast allows you to coordinate your lattice with your decking and railing and 
includes a 20-Year Limited Warranty.

Trex Lattice offers six timeless designs that are sure to compliment the aesthetic of any outdoor setting. 
Distinctive cPVC lattice panels from Trex add style, privacy and dimension to your next project.

Classic Privacy Diamond Capital Town Pueblo Breeze
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Transform any outdoor space into a private retreat. Available as fixed or movable screens, Trex 
Privacy uses decorative aluminum panels finished with a durable powder coat to shield you from 
the elements and potential prying eyes. 

Ideal for adding to exterior designs, these sleek panels will make your outdoor space the talk of 
the town.

For additional details or to buy on-line visit www.trexprivacy.com 

Fixed in Seashell White



Moveable in Seashell White
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FINISHES
Trex Privacy is finished using our proprietary powder coat finishing process. This ultra-durable finish 
provides superior durability and color retention in a low-maintenance finish. Our select finish colors add 
beauty and style to compliment any outdoor design.

Seashell White

Sandstone

Grey

Mica 3602

Jet Black

Azzuro 3601 Bianco 3601

Champange 3601



PRIVACY PATTERNS
Trex Privacy offers designs that are sure to compliment the aesthetic of any outdoor setting. Perfect for 
blocking direct sunlight, creating privacy or to enclose an outdoor room.

T01

T09

T02

T11

T03

T12

T05

T15

T07
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Conveniently cool and visually stunning, Trex Shade adds a new dimension to almost any outdoor 
structure. Custom sized decorative aluminum shade panels increase cooling comfort while adding 
the effect of a shady tree below.  
 
At a restaurant, on a pool deck or in the backyard, keep thing simple and stay made in the shade.

For additional details visit www.trexshade.com

Trex Shade in  Grey
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SHADE PATTERNS
Trex Shade offers designs that are sure to compliment the aesthetic of any outdoor setting. Perfect for 
blocking direct sunlight, creating ambiance or to screen an outdoor room.

T01

T07

T13

T02

T08

T14 

T03

T09

T04

T10

T05

T11

T06

T12



FINISHES
Trex Shade is finished using our proprietary powder coat finishing process. This ultra-durable finish 
provides superior durability and color retention in a low-maintenance finish. Our select finish colors add 
beauty and style to compliment any outdoor design.

Seashell White

Sandstone

Grey

Mica 3602

Jet Black

Azzuro 3601 Bianco 3601

Champange 3601
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Trex® PergolaTM , Trex® LatticeTM , Trex® PrivacyTM  & Trex® ShadeTM products are manufactured and sold by Home & Leisure, Inc. 
dba Structureworks under a Trademark License Agreement with Trex®. 

Trex®, Trex® PergolaTM, Trex® LatticeTM , Trex® PrivacyTM  & Trex® ShadeTM  are trademarks of Trex Company, Inc. and are used under license by Structureworks. 
ShadeTree® Canopy is a registered trademark of Shade Tree Inc.

RainFlexTM, ShadeFlexTM , ColorLastTM and ShadeRightTM are trademarks of Home & Leisure Inc.

Visit online or call 888.908.4965
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Trex Pergola in Classic White

www.trexlattice.com www.trexpergola.com www.trexprivacy.com www.trexshade.com


